
WINTER HITTING WITH 

JAKE ERND 

 

 

 

COACHING PHILOSOPHY: 

Providing a competitive, game-like environment with specific targets and goals while using different 

variables and constraints to train a movement pattern that creates an efficient and positive swing plane 

that promotes hard hit doubles and home runs. In other words, lets catch some barrel and watch it fly. 

 

TRAINING: 

1. INDIVIDUALIZATION: Each player will be given individual drills from the #SwingFaster 

training program that will be specifically designed to each players’ individual needs that will 

help cater to their style and swing. 

 

2. ENVIRONMENT & KNOWLEDGE OF RESULTS: Each player will engage in training that 

focuses on external goals, targets, and results in order to learn a movement pattern by focusing 

on the environment that is created around them. This allows for the athlete to problem solve after 

each pitch.  

 

3. VARIABLES & CONSTRAINTS: Using overload, underload, and regular bats, weighted balls, 

tennis balls, whiffle balls, PVC pipes are all different variables that help the athlete learn how to 

create a movement pattern by hitting with different weights, while seeing game-like velocity and 

speed from different angles. These variables and constraints present new challenges that offer the 

hitter information to problem solve and figure out a movement solution. 

 

4. COMPETITION GROUPING: Each player will be grouped with 4-6 players who will engage in 

competitive, live simulated game-like situations and competitions. Each game/competition will 

be scored with specific points values (goals) to help motivate each players desire to be the king 

of the cage and develop a movement pattern.  

 

COST: 

GROUP SESSIONS = $60.00 PER PLAYER FOR EACH HOUR 

 

***EXAMPLE: 2 HOUR GROUP SESSION = $120.00 PER PLAYER*** 

 

INDIVIDUAL GROUP SESSION = $75.00 PER PLAYER FOR 1 FULL HOUR  

 

CONTACT: Jake Ernd | 319-429-3641 | jakeernd@gmail.com  

 

TWITTER: @CATCHINGBARRELS 
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TESTIMONIALS: 

 

“Last year, as a coach, I liked your urgency to constantly get better. I enjoyed your passion for the game 

and the long nights you put in with me to help myself get better and prepared for the upcoming season. 

Coach Ernd was always looking for ways to better educate himself as a hitting instructor.”  

– Malique Ziegler, San Francisco Giants, Augusta Green Jackets 

 

“I was never a leg kick type of guy but when I came back for winter break and hit you allowed me to 

experiment with getting my foot in the air. I shortly fell in love with that style of hitting.”  

– Austin Martin, University of Iowa 

 

“This summer was very productive for me as I came a long way and my exit velocity jumped which lead 

to more power this fall.” – Cam Shannon, University of Northwestern Ohio (UNOH) 

 

“It was so fun training with Coach Ernd this summer because of the challenging environment he put us 

in and the feedback he provided us. It was great to see my exit velocity jump this summer, which got me 

really excited for my upcoming season.   

– Nolan Monthei, Missouri Western State University  

 

“Never been in a more competitive environment and learning atmosphere for hitting in my career. I 

learned more about hitting and my swing with Coach Ernd this summer than I have from any other 

coach I had in the past. I saw my exit velocity increase, made consistent harder contact, and gained 

confidence getting to every pitch in the zone.”  

– Tyler Hillan, North Dakota State University  

 

“The best thing Coach Ernd was able to do for me this year was every day we hit it was in a competitive 

environment. Coach Ernd allowed us to figure it out on our own and he offered a lot of variety, such as 

new drills and feels that were catered to me specifically.”  

– Ben Norman, University of Iowa 

 

“Some things that worked really well for me was having others around to compete with on a daily basis. 

The best part for me what you allowed me the freedom to figure out what worked best for me. I was able 

to gain confidence at the plate, which I didn’t have before this summer working with Ernd. I’ve seen 

substantial growth in my power to the gaps.  

– Evan Salmon, DMACC 

 

“The things that were really beneficial while working with Coach Ernd was that he was always ready to 

work and very motivating. In my opinion, he created the best environment to hit in in Central Iowa. 

Coach always had a plan. Everybody that hit in the environment he created genuinely cared if others did 

well. Coaches ideas were new and challenging to everyone everyday as nothing was easy. The 

environment was competitive to the point that if one person hit a nuke, or set a p-r in exit velocity than 

the other hitter wanted to do the same. Coach Ernd let me be myself – no cookie cutter ways of swinging 

the bat.”  

– Toran Shahidi, St. Cloud State University 

 

“I enjoyed the competitions between each of the other players. I liked how Coach Ernd stayed back and 

let us work and figure it out and only jumping when a problem became consistent. Coach Ernd taught 

me how to problem solve from pitch to pitch.”  

– Max McCay, Central Methodist University 


